SKATE HOLDERS FOR SSM-2 AND SSM-2 PRO

There are a number of different skate holders to add to your SSM-2 or SSM-2 PRO. Our universal holders will be able to grip most skates (with skate blade thickness 1.5-4.2 mm), but some skate models are designed in a way that requires you to use special skate holders.

**H-10 universal**
- Latest version of the universal holder
- Most common choice among users
- Strong grip
- Flexible with low weight
- Will essentially manage all skates on the market today except blades that are not parallel.

**H-8 universal**
- Earlier version of the universal holder
- Very, very strong grip
- The bow is cast in aluminium
- Will essentially manage all skates on the market today except touring skates and blades that are not parallel.

**H-5 original**
- The classic holder
- Very strong grip
- Small with very low weight
- Can not grip small childrens skates, touring skates and blades that are not parallel.

**H-7 goalie**
- Special holder made for goalie skates
- Strong grip
- Very small and very low weight
- Will essentially manage all goalie skates on the market today.

**H-10 S figure**
- Special holder made for figure skates
- Designed to grip on the stanchions
- For John Wilson and MK Blades
- Will essentially manage all figure skates except blades that are not parallel.

**H-10 P figure**
- Special holder made for figure skates
- For Matrix Blades and Paramount SK8S
- Will manage Parabolic, tapered and side-honed (will now also manage the Revolution stanchions.)
- Will essentially manage all figure skates except Matrix Blades and Paramount SK8S.

**H-10 PRO**
- Latest version of the universal holder
- Most common choice among users
- Strong grip
- Flexible with low weight
- Will essentially manage all skates on the market today except blades that are not parallel.